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Many companies struggle with reconciliation between SAP FI and SAP CO-PA in order to

generate reliable and actionable reporting results. This book explores value flows into SAP

Profitability Analysis (CO-PA) in depth, along with integration with the SAP ERP

system.Authors Stefan Eifler and Christoph Theis are leading SAP CO-PA subjectmatter

experts. They walk readers step by step through a SAP value flow—from the customer order to

production, goods issue to the billing document, and how to display the values in FI/CO. Obtain

perspective on business and technical functionality and considerations.The book also makes

the case for using SAP CO-PA as a sales control tool in order to allow for a wider range of

business analysis. Explore an overview of SAP S/4HANA Finance and its impact on CO-

PA:Value flows based on the sales and production processesReconciliation between FI and

CO-PAOverhead costs and closing tasksOverview of SAP S/4 HANA Finance
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Jaganmohan Reddy, “Thanks to Christoph for making this easy to understand. Complex topic

has been discussed in a simple and clear form. Thanks to Christoph for making this easy to

understand.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good book. This is very good book. Explains COPA reconciliation with Fi

with practical example. Reconciliation concept has been clearly explained in this book”

A P, “Great book. Great book”

The book by Christoph Theis has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 12 people have provided feedback.
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